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French astronomer Camille Flammarion (1842-1925) firmly believed that science should not be the preserve of elites. His passion for the discoveries of his time is palpable throughout this classic introduction to astronomy, which stands as a landmark in the history of popular science writing. It features 360 illustrations, including highly detailed maps of the Moon and Mars, the latter being of special interest
for Flammarion as he compared and contrasted it with the Earth. Originally published in 1880, the work won the approval of the Académie Francoise and the Minister of Public Instruction. This reissue is of the version that appeared in 1881 after 50,000 copies had already reached an enthusiastic readership. Its translation into English as Popular Astronomy (1894) and another accessible work by
Flammarion, Le Monde avant la création de l 'homme (1886), are also reissued in this series. Use data cannot currently be displayed. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries. Article description: C Marpon and E Flammarion, 1884. Rigid ceiling. Condition: Pretty good. In-4, 339pp. Cover publisher with cardboard, brown canvas, somegratin dishes and the wrinkled canvas at the edge. Back with 5
nerves with golden containers. Illustrated with 360 figures, chromolithography boards, sky maps, etc. and a leaflet at the end of the work depicting the constellations. Inside clean with spotty qq. (ct54). No. ref. seller ABE-1562170949573 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 1. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: Edition: PARIS, FLAMMARION, 1980, 1980. Facsimile of the Paris
edition, C. Marpon et E. Flammarion, 1880 - Reimpression of the facsimile reproduction of 1975 - Postface by Jean-Claude PECKER - VIII- non-text boards in black and colours, of which 3 leaflets, numerous figures in the text - Reliure simili leather, first court illustrated with a custom plaque , all golden discs - state close to 839-XXXI pages 28 cm, connected. Very good condition. Seller No. 39758 More
information about this seller | Contact Seller 3. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: Ernest Flammarion, éditeur-Parigi, PARIGI, 1922. Condition: DISCRETO USATO. Francese Prestigioso volume in discrete condizioni, coperta in mezza pelle, piatti in cartone, bordo stanco, diversese macchie su piatti e dorso, punte consumate, abrasioni, tagli bruniti, con tracce di fioritura, pagine con margini
lievemente ingialliti. Con 386 tra illustrazioni, tavole in cromolitografia, carta celeste, ecc., attaccata su controguardia, ben piegata, mappa del cielo dei due emisferi. Questo volume stato adottato del Ministero dell'Istruzione pubblica francese nelle biblioteche popolari. Stampato in 129,000 copies. Numero Pagine 867. Online No. DD066 DD066 View more information about this seller | Contact Seller 4. In
Paris, C. Marpon and E. E. Publishers - No Date (End of the 19th Century) - 1 Strong Flight in-8 - Full Green Canvas with Title Label on Brown Background on the Back - Original Cover Received - 836 Pages - Illustrated Work with 360 Figures, Chromolithography Boards, Sky Cards etc. Good Condition, But Many Freckles - A Little Detached Back - A Slight Hook on the Original Ceiling. Seller No. 104155
More information about this seller | Contact Seller 5. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: Flammarion, 1977. Rigid ceiling. State: How new. Condition of the cover: How new. Hardcover--- Editor: Flammarion (10 April 1977) ---- Collection: Beautiful Books---- Language: French---- ISBN-10: 2080107488--------- ISBN-13: 978-2080107480------------- (very little read, perfect interior, without notes, very
low brand cover; ) The picture above is the book that is for sale.-----------------. No. ref. seller ABE-1547127989563 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 6. Picture supplied by seller Article description: 1881. Paris, Marpon and Flammarion 1881. An In 4° volume (28x19cm); Cover from the time of half red mourning; Back to nerve with the golden title. 836p. Illustrated work with 360 figures,
plates of chromolithography, sky maps. A few freckles, if not good and solid exemplary. Seller No. b32039 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 8. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: 1905. Ed. Ed. Ernest Flammarion., 1905. - Hemmerle. Paris, Francia. 1 Vol. . 867 pp. pp. Cuarto Mayor. Plena Piel. Obra de Astronoma del siglo XIX, premiado por la Academia de Ciencias
Francesa. Con 386 ilustraciones, 8 l'minas cromolitogr'cas, mapas celestes, mapa de las constelaciones plegado, etc. Soberbia encuadernaci n editorial en plena piel con gofrados en cubiertas y nervios y dorados en lomera. Manchas de Éxido . Seller No. 107490 105 More information about this seller | Contact Seller 9. Item description: MARPON &amp; FLAMMARION, 1890. Rigid ceiling. State: good.
RO80035145: 1890. In-4. Cardboard boxes from publishers. Restoration, delivery without blanket, damaged back, wrinkles. 866 pages. Numerous black and white illustrations, photos and maps in and out of text. A pair of coloured, textless illustration boards. A few tees. Traces of ant and mold at the edges. There is a corner on page 177 that does not change the playback of the text. Missing page 841 to
848. . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller's online reference RO80035145 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 10. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: 1905. Ed. Ed. Ernest Flammarion., 1905. - Hemmerle. Paris, Francia. 1 Vol. . 867 pp. pp. Cuarto Mayor. Plena Physics / Chemistry / Mathematics / Astronomy / Science , Languages (French) .
Good book of del siglo XIX, premiado por la Academia de Ciencias Francesa. Con 386 ilustraciones, 8 l'minas cromolitogr'cas, mapas celestes, mapa de las constelaciones plegado, etc. Soberbia encuadernaci n editorial en plena piel con gofrados en cubiertas y nervios y dorados en lomera. Buen estado. Seller No. 42240 202 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 11. Item description:
Paris, Ernest Flammarion, 1905, continue in 8 de (6)-867 s., a colored board of observed eruptions of the sun in frontispin, rel. d'eph. Half percaline sky blue, blue grief title piece, covered. Illustrated in tone colours, good ex. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, celestial maps, among them some leaflets, a colored board of the observed eruptions of the sun in frontispiz. Seller No.
13633 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 12. Item description: Ernest Flammarion, 125e mille, 1905, 1905. Soft blanket. Condition: Pretty good. Old cardboard, semi-binder in good condition, many colors illustrations, folding plates, , 866Pages, seller no. 11397 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 13. Item description: Condition: 4. Seller Pro - Delivery Tracking 48H
(free)* - Status Item: Historical Book. Yellow. Red cover illustrated and very used (corners and edges grated, wet marks, dirt). Golden slices. There's a summer sprout. 1 inner cut hinge. Entries for the pen on the last page. A few notes with pencil. 867 pages. Ref. 615 - B92 / Full refund! (including ALL purchase costs: Port Inclusive! / *(no costs): ONLY METROPOLITAN FRANCE! or if not authorized after
product control, send e-mail (e.B. weight &gt; 3kg). Seller No. IM-QK0D-FAIW More information about this seller | Contact the seller 16. Article description: Paris, self-published, 1922. 4°, Bibl. Ohlwd. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps, etc., 861 pages, cover rubbed, good and otherwise clean condition language: French weight in grams: 3000. Seller No. 36223 More
information about this seller | Contact the seller 17. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: C. Marpon Et E. Flammarion, Paris, 1890. Strong in-4 (280x195 mm) half pain blue, golden title on 5 nerves with a golden net, golden flowers in the boxes. Golden initials in the tail. Cover pages.867 pages. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps, etc. The Earth. The Moon.
The sun. The planetary worlds. Comets. Comets. The stars and the universe. Science Astronomy. Seller No. 820108 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 18. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: C. MARPON and E. FLAMMARION. Soft State: State: R200091611: NO DATE. In-4. Brushed. To connect, tochée, bruised back, fleckerl. 839 pages. Numerous black-and-white
illustrations in and outside the text. Colorful frontispics, under snakes. Cracks and defects on the 1st and 2nd plates are missing. 4 PHOTOS AVAILABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller No. R200091611 Learn more about this seller | Contact the seller 19. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: C. MARPON AND E. FLAMMARION,
1890. Rigid ceiling. State: good. R260124260: 1890. In-8. Semi-leather bound. Status of use, Couv. Corrupted back, a few freckles. 867 pages. Brown leather back, golden titles and nets. Green and black paper. Numerous black-and-white illustrations in and outside the text. A pair of two-tone illustration boards. A general map of the folding moon with illustrated and labeled snakes. Defects on the back of
the headgear, holes (worm passages). Defects on the coating of very grated dishes. A few freckles on the disc. . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller No. R260124260 Learn more about this seller | Contact the seller 20. Item description: Paris, C. Marpon and E. Flammarion, 1884. A strong flight in In-4 format (278 x 192 mm) of 4 ff. n.fol, 1 chromolithographed frontispic
n.fol. and 839 p. Cover for the edition of full board cherry, quadruple golden net that frames the dishes, the first of which is decorated with a significant figurative figure on ebony background, with golden stroke, smooth back with large golden figurative flowers, golden frame boxes, golden double nets, golden titles, golden discs. (Berger and Magnier). Copy with his pretty publisher cardboard signed at the
back of [Charles] Magnier. Many figures in text and full-page boards in black and colours. With this book, Camille Flammarion presented himself as a worthy successor to Francois Arago and the immortal geniuses of Copernicus, Galilee, Kepler and Newton, to whom his popular astronomy is dedicated. His scientific discoveries in the 21st century have still put him first among French popularizers by making
the problems of astronomy, the Earth's atmosphere and climate accessible to the general public. This book is written for all those who like to recognize the things around them, and who would be happy to acquire an elementary and exact idea of the universe without fatigue. Isn't it nice to exercise our spirit in contemplating nature's great shows? Is it not useful to at least know what we are going to do, what
place we occupy in infinity, what is this sun whose charitable rays sustain earthly life, what is this who seeks us, what are the many stars that spread their light into the quiet space in the dark night? These the universe without which we would vegetate like plants, in the ignorance and indifference of the causes, the effects of which we constantly suffer, we can acquire them not only without effort, but also
with ever-increasing pleasure. Slightly cut out angles and cuts. Loss of angular coloration, which affects each of the dishes. Clear freckles in the text. Clear Cerne, which affects the booklets of some sheets (more on the last, but without consequences for reading). Moreover, good conditions. Seller No. 22728 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 24. Flammarion, Camille Edité of Paris:
Marpon and Flammarion, o. J. (1880) (1880) Old or used Hard lid Delivery quantity: 1 Item description: Paris: Marpon et Flammarion, o. J. (1880), 1880. Hardcover. Condition: Good. Lex.-8°. 4 Bll., 839(1) S and 8 pages Announcements of Stars and Celestial Curiosites, Illustrated work with 360 figures, chromolithography-chromolithography-sky maps, etc., HLdr with 4 frat, back title in gold, Cover corners
bumped, capitals in the middle one smaller approx. 0.5 cm, text on VS, small stamp on NS, name on ST, VS partially burst, center cut and side margins occasionally weak side brown-flecked, sky map at 836 missing the fold-out part with approx. 8 by 5 cm at the rest, years at the middle edge of the table S 237, an underlined line in red, still Online No. seller d07071302 More information about this seller |
Contact the seller 25. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: MARPON C. - FLAMMARION E., 1880. Rigid ceiling. State: good. RO80140216: 1880. In-4. Semi-leather bound. Status of use, Couv. Something over, satisfying back, summer sack. 836 pages. Numerous black-and-white engravings and illustrations in the text and in front of the text. A few chromolithographies. A few sky maps, leaflets,
black and white. Titles, nets and wheel rolls on semi-blue bastan. . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller's online reference RO80140216 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 26. Item description: Marpon e Flammarion,, Paris, 1880. Due volumi di cm. 27, p. (8) 402; (4) 438. Con 360 figur incise nel testo di cui alcune in cromolitografia su tavole f.t. Legatura
coeva in mezza pelle, dorsi lisci con titoli e fregi in oro. Frills sparse, peraltro buona conservazione. Seller No. 22518 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 27. Item description: Paris, Marpon and E. Flammarion, 1881. Paris, Marpon and E. Flammarion, 1881.1 Vol. in-4 , 840pp., Reder-Karton, finely decorated with small iron, gold-plated discs, light sheets. Richly illustrated. Fresh interior
without freckles. Seller No.22546 For more information on this Contact the seller 28. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: ERNEST FLAMMARION, 1905. Rigid ceiling. State: good. R240097562: 1905. In-4. Semi-leather bound. Good condition, Couv. More fitting, annoying, a few freckles. 867 pages - Illustrated work with 386 figures, chromolithography boards, sky maps etc. in black and white -
some freckles without affecting the reading - back to 4 nerves - title + gold author on the back - against jaspé platss - 3 photos available. . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. R240097562 R240097562 Learn more about this seller | Contact the seller 29. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: C. MARPON / E. FLAMMARION, 1880. Rigid ceiling. State: good. R160124428:
1880. In-4. Tied leather corners. Status of use, Couv. Corrupted, smooth back, summer pod. 836 pages. 360 figures and boards in chromolithography, celeste cards etc. in black and white in text and without text. The summer bob hasn't changed the reading. Red title coin and golden flowers. Divided Mors. . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller No. R160124428 Learn more
about this seller | Contact the seller 30. Page 2 Article description: C Marpon et E Flammarion, 1884. Rigid ceiling. Condition: Pretty good. In-4, 339pp. Cover publisher with cardboard, brown canvas, somegratin dishes and the wrinkled canvas at the edge. Back with 5 nerves with golden containers. Illustrated with 360 figures, chromolithography boards, sky maps, etc. and a leaflet at the end of the work
depicting the constellations. Inside clean with spotty qq. (ct54). No. ref. seller ABE-1562170949573 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 1. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: Edition: PARIS, FLAMMARION, 1980, 1980. Facsimile of the paris edition, C. Marpon and E. Flammarion, 1880 - Reprint of the facsimile reproduction of 1975 - Postface by Jean-Claude PECKER - VIII
plates without text in black and in colours, of which 3 folders, numerous figures in text - Reliure simili leather, first dish illustrated with a custom blue and gold plate, all golden discs - condition close to the nine 839-XXXI pages, 28 cm, bound. Very good condition. Seller No. 39758 More information about this seller | Contact Seller 4. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: Ernest Flammarion, éditeur-
Parigi, PARIGI, 1922. Condition: DISCRETO USATO. Francese Prestigioso volume in discrete condizioni, coperta in mezza pelle, piatti in cartone, bordo stanco, diversese macchie su piatti e dorso, punte consumate, abrasioni, tagli bruniti, con tracce di fioritura, pagine con margini lievemente ingialliti. Con 386 tra illustrazioni, tavole in cromolitografia, carta celeste, ecc., on the counterguard, well bent, map
of the sky of the two hemispheres. This volume has been del Ministero dell'Istruzione pubblica francese nelle biblioteche popolari. Stampato in 129,000 copies. Numero Pagine 867. Online No. DD066 DD066 View more information about this seller | Contact Seller 5. Article description: In Paris, C. Marpon and E. Flammarion, publisher - Without date (end of the 19th century) - 1 strong flight in-8 - Full green
canvas with title tikett on brown background on the back - original cover received - 836 pages - Illustrated work with 360 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps, etc. Good condition, but many freckles - A little detached backside - A slight hook on the original ceiling. Seller No. 104155 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 6. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: Flammarion,
1977. Rigid ceiling. State: How new. Condition of the cover: How new. Hardcover--- Editor: Flammarion (10 April 1977) ---- Collection: Beautiful Books---- Language: French---- ISBN-10: 2080107488--------- ISBN-13: 978-2080107480------------- (very little read, perfect interior, without notes, very low brand cover; ) The picture above is the book that is for sale.-----------------. No. ref. seller ABE-1547127989563
More information about this seller | Contact Seller 7. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: 1881. Paris, Marpon and Flammarion 1881. An In 4° volume (28x19cm); Cover from the time of half red mourning; Back to nerve with the golden title. 836p. Illustrated work with 360 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps. A few freckles, if not good and solid exemplary. Seller No. b32039 More
information about this seller | Contact Seller 9. Picture supplied by seller Article description: 1905. Ed. Ed. Ernest Flammarion., 1905. - Hemmerle. Paris, Francia. 1 Vol. . 867 pp. pp. Cuarto Mayor. Plena Piel. Obra de Astronoma del siglo XIX, premiado por la Academia de Ciencias Francesa. Con 386 ilustraciones, 8 l'minas cromolitogr'cas, mapas celestes, mapa de las constelaciones plegado, etc.
Soberbia encuadernaci n editorial en plena piel con gofrados en cubiertas y nervios y dorados en lomera. Manchas de Éxido . Seller No. 107490 105 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 10. Item description: MARPON &amp; FLAMMARION, 1890. Rigid ceiling. State: good. RO80035145: 1890. In-4. Cardboard boxes from publishers. Restoration, delivery without blanket, damaged back,
wrinkles. 866 pages. Numerous black and white illustrations, photos and maps in and out of text. A pair of coloured, textless illustration boards. A few tees. Traces of ant and mold at the edges. There is a corner on page 177 that does not change the playback of the text. Missing page 841 to 848. . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. seller RO80035145 More information about
this seller | Contact the 11. Picture supplied by seller Article description: 1905. Ed. Ed. Ernest Flammarion., 1905. - Hemmerle. Paris, Francia. 1 Vol. . 867 pp. pp. Cuarto Mayor. Plena Piel. The french : French (French) - I'm an idica / Quimica / Matem ticas / Astronoma / Ciencia , Idiomas (Francés) . Buen libro de Astronoma del siglo XIX, premiado por la Academia de Ciencias Francesa. Con 386
ilustraciones, 8 l'minas cromolitogr'cas, mapas celestes, mapa de las constelaciones plegado, etc. Soberbia encuadernaci n editorial en plena piel con gofrados en cubiertas y nervios y dorados en lomera. Buen estado. Seller No. 42240 202 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 12. Item description: Paris, Ernest Flammarion, 1905, continue in 8 de (6)-867 s., a colored board of observed
eruptions of the sun in frontispin, rel. d'eph. Half percaline sky blue, blue grief title piece, covered. Illustrated in tone colours, good ex. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, celestial maps, among them some leaflets, a colored board of the observed eruptions of the sun in frontispiz. Seller No. 13633 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 13. Item description: Ernest
Flammarion, 125e mille, 1905, 1905. Soft blanket. Condition: Pretty good. Old cardboard, semi-binder in good condition, many colors illustrations, folding plates, , 866Pages, seller no. 11397 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 14. Item description: Condition: 4. Seller Pro - Delivery Tracking 48H (free)* - Status Item: Historical Book. Yellow. Red cover illustrated and very used (corners and
edges grated, wet marks, dirt). Golden slices. There's a summer sprout. 1 inner cut hinge. Entries for the pen on the last page. A few notes with pencil. 867 pages. Ref. 615 - B92 / Full refund! (including ALL purchase costs: Port Inclusive! / *(no costs): ONLY METROPOLITAN FRANCE! or if not authorized after product control, send e-mail (e.B. weight &gt; 3kg). Seller No. IM-QK0D-FAIW More information
about this seller | Contact the seller 17. Article description: Paris, self-published, 1922. 4°, Bibl. Ohlwd. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps, etc., 861 pages, cover rubbed, good and otherwise clean condition language: French weight in grams: 3000. Seller No. 36223 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 18. Picture supplied by the seller Article description:
C. Marpon Et E. Flammarion, Paris, 1890. Strong in-4 (280x195 mm) half pain blue, golden title on 5 nerves with a golden net, golden flowers in the boxes. Golden initials in the tail. Cover pages.867 pages. Illustrated work with 386 figures, plates of chromolithography, sky maps, etc. The Earth. The Moon. The sun. The Worlds Comets. Comets. The stars and the universe. Science Astronomy. Seller No.
820108 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 19. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: C. MARPON and E. FLAMMARION. Soft blanket. State: good. R200091611: NO DATE. In-4. Brushed. To connect, tochée, bruised back, fleckerl. 839 pages. Numerous black-and-white illustrations in and outside the text. Colorful frontispics, under snakes. Cracks and defects on the 1st and 2nd
plates are missing. 4 PHOTOS AVAILABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller No. R200091611 Learn more about this seller | Contact the seller 20. Picture supplied by the seller Article description: C. MARPON AND E. FLAMMARION, 1890. Rigid ceiling. State: good. R260124260: 1890. In-8. Semi-leather bound. Status of use, Couv. Corrupted
back, a few freckles. 867 pages. Brown leather back, golden titles and nets. Green and black paper. Numerous black-and-white illustrations in and outside the text. A pair of two-tone illustration boards. A general map of the folding moon with illustrated and labeled snakes. Defects on the back of the headgear, holes (worm passages). Defects on the coating of very grated dishes. A few freckles on the disc. .
. . Dewey Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller No. R260124260 Learn more about this seller | Contact the seller 21. Item description: Paris, C. Marpon and E. Flammarion, 1884. A strong flight in In-4 format (278 x 192 mm) of 4 ff. n.fol, 1 chromolithographed frontispic n.fol. and 839 p. Cover for the edition of full board cherry, quadruple golden net that frames the dishes, the first of
which is decorated with a significant figurative figure on ebony background, with golden stroke, smooth back with large golden figurative flowers, golden frame boxes, golden double nets, golden titles, golden discs. (Berger and Magnier). Copy with his pretty publisher cardboard signed at the back of [Charles] Magnier. Many figures in text and full-page boards in black and colours. With this book, Camille
Flammarion presented himself as a worthy successor to Francois Arago and the immortal geniuses of Copernicus, Galilee, Kepler and Newton, to whom his popular astronomy is dedicated. His scientific discoveries in the 21st century have still put him first among French popularizers by making the problems of astronomy, the Earth's atmosphere and climate accessible to the general public. This book is
written for all those who like to recognize the things around them, and who would be happy to acquire an elementary and exact idea of the universe without fatigue. Isn't it nice to in contemplating the great shows of nature? Doesn't it make sense to at least know what we're going to do, what place do we have? Have? Let us penetrate into infinity, what is this sun, whose soothing rays sustain earthly life,
what is the sky that sweeps around us, what are the many stars that scatter their silent light into space in the dark night? This elementary knowledge of the universe, without which we would vegetate like plants, in the ignorance and indifference of the causes, the effects of which we are constantly feeling, we can acquire them not only without effort, but also with ever-increasing pleasure. Slightly cut out
angles and cuts. Loss of angular coloration, which affects each of the dishes. Clear freckles in the text. Clear Cerne, which affects the booklets of some sheets (more on the last, but without consequences for reading). Moreover, good conditions. Seller No. 22728 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 27. Flammarion, Camille Edité of Paris: Marpon and Flammarion, o. J. (1880) (1880) Old or
used Hard lid Delivery quantity: 1 Item description: Paris: Marpon et Flammarion, o. J. (1880), 1880. Hardcover. Condition: Good. Lex.-8°. 4 Bll., 839(1) S and 8 pages Announcement of Stars and Curiosity of Heaven, Illustrated Work with 360 Figures, Chromolithography plates, sky maps, etc., HLdr with 4 frats, title in gold, cover corners bumped, capitals in the middle small tear about 0.5 cm, text on VS,
small stamp on NS, name on ST, VS partially burst, middle-cut stain and club-like weak lyrism, sky map at page 836 is missing the fold-out part with approx. 8 x 5 cm , years at the middle of table S 237, an underlined row in red, otherwise quite preserved nice. Online No. seller d07071302 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 28. Picture supplied by the seller Item description: MARPON C. -
FLAMMARION E., 1880. Rigid ceiling. State: good. RO80140216: 1880. In-4. Semi-leather bound. Status of use, Couv. Something over, satisfying back, summer sack. 836 pages. Numerous black-and-white engravings and illustrations in the text and in front of the text. A few chromolithographies. A few sky maps, leaflets, black and white. Titles, nets and wheel rolls on semi-blue bastan. . . . Dewey
Classification: 520-Astronomy and Related Sciences. Seller's online reference RO80140216 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 29. Item description: Marpon e Flammarion,, Paris, 1880. Due volumi di cm. 27, p. (8) 402; (4) 438. Con 360 figur incise nel testo di cui alcune in cromolitografia su tavole f.t. Legatura coeva in mezza pelle, dorsi lisci con titoli e fregi in oro. Frills sparse, peraltro
buona conservazione. Seller No. 22518 More information about this seller | Contact the seller 30. Page 3 3
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